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^7 Rudolph Scbirmer
Combustion — Lord, how it delights and
fires,
*.'
Cherubic rose with papal crimson blent'
Surprises too, for I had not supposed
i^
My own incorporation possible
In this candescent metamorphosis,
A never willed or even fancied end—
^ "''"''
Except for heretics, with whom. Lord knows,
I broke some lances past and still will break
^ ,. ,'_!?
All future spears until the bond is forged
'" <" "•''''
That rings, us all, and ringing, liberates.
Crowned came I, and more crested will depart, #
Keeping the splendor only, not the dross.
Now some will say it serves me right to burn,
, ^ *?
But I instead believe it does me good.
My wits are crisping as my body roasts,
,'
,^^
My vision sharpening. So I detect
c !».
A round of novelties, goodly to spot,
,
Red-hot, amid the trivial and base
^^ f,- '* , ^
^v
Familiarities — spirits, God-lit,
Who seem to see at last and share with me
The meaning of the morning. Goodbye, shell!
It could not be forever that we clung.
Though life itself depended on our clinging.
For we are bound to journey and adjourn,
To forge acquaintance into memory
And go our ways forgetting till we wake
And in one huge remembering recall
Ourselves, our God, our promise and our prize
Adventure was the pristine point for me:
4.
Risking to find, and finding, to embrace.
si,^* - ^''^''i'
I fought the groove and galloped from the lull,
? ^"^
^ '!l^A'
\'-{l
f
Rejoiced in jolts and revelled in suspense.
'i
i'i
And now I take my way from star to star
f,
^
^'i
To points removed, to wrestle there as here
"^
l
?^i
With demons on the march or ofi the sly
^^
^
5»5i|j
^% 1
Who would prevent my sighting of the soul
And clasping of all sundered to my breast.
As rosiness engulfs me I confess
I am on fire with curiosity, .
As .eager as a petal to unfold
And taste the air of Heaven as conceived.
To feel the synthesis of opposites,
The transformation of abuse, and know
What I had heretofore imagined only:
'
^^*"
God and Man are one but separate
Until the blazing tryst that girdles all.
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Books and Book Reviewing, or
Why All Press Is Good Press
by Katherine Dalton

W

hen Bob Woodward published Veil: The Secret Wars
of the CIA, in October of 1987, two things made
that book news. One was his assertion that William Casey,
the late director of the CIA, had admitted to knowing about
the transfer of funds in the Iran-contra deal. The other was
the skepticism over Woodward's claim to have interviewed
Casey in the hospital. Casey's widow and daughter insisted
that one or the other of them was with Casey almost all the
time he was recovering from brain surgery, when Woodward
says he visited, and that in any case Casey was too sick to
have had substantive conversations with anyone — much less
with a hostile journalist. Woodward would provide no
details, but stuck to his story.
With the prepublication of several chapters in Newsweek,
the Veil controversy had broken by the time David C.
Martin came out with his review in The New York Times
Book Review on October 18. Martin, CBS News' Pentagon
correspondent, was reviewing a highly-touted book about a
top-secret subject on page one of the Book Review. The
crux of the matter had to be whether or not Woodward was
lying about the biggest revelations in his book. Surely
addressing that would make up the heart of Martin's review.
But that is not the heart of Martin's review. The heart of
Martin's review goes like this:
. . . the revelations are not what is so captivating
about this book, which reads much better in full
length than in the excerpts which have appeared in
newspapers and magazines. The revelations are
merely the bold strokes in a penetrating, profane

Katherine Dalton is the assistant editor of Chronicles.

and sometimes brilliant portrait of what textbooks
dryly call "the intelligence community."
Elsewhere he writes, "Mr. Woodward, an assistant managing editor of The Washington Post, has got into the belly of
the beast. It's all here . . ."

T

his unstinting praise, a page one rave for a book that
would go on to be a best-seller. Martin does have some
quibbles—but after those laudatory sentences, how serious
can they be? How "extensively did Mr. Woodward rely on
the word of a man for whom 'to lie was nothing'?" Martin
asks. It is a question he cannot answer. After faulting
Woodward for a few mistakes, and dismissing them as "small
matters," he does wonder if Woodward substantiated more
vital parts of his story. But Martin gets no further than
wondering; CBS's man on the scene at the Pentagon has no
evidence that Woodward has or has not double-checked.
Martin's praise is concrete, but with his questions we are just
left hanging.
Martin's was only one of the 2,000 or so book reviews
that The New York Times Book Review publishes every year.
As there are problems in this lead Times review, so are there
problems in the shorter Times reviews, and as The New York
Times is the nation's most influential reviewer (with the sole
exception, in academic circles, of The New York Review of
Books), so the problems it has are universal.
There is nothing peculiar about Martin's review; this is
what reviewing is like. Maybe it's laziness more than
anything; Martin's review is clearly an oak-paneled-room
job — no legwork here — though as a CBS correspondent
surely he has resources, some way of looking into this little
problem of questionable credibility. If that's not the reason,
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